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Dear Mr. Dzewaltowski,
Social Bicycles LLC, d/b/a JUMP Bikes (“JUMP”), is pleased to respond to Santa Monica’s Request for Applications
for its Shared Mobility Pilot Program. We are look forward to expanding our partnership with the City as we look to
increase transportation options that help to limit congestion and personal car use for residents and visitors of Santa
Monica. The enclosed documents outline our vision to operate 500 electric pedal assist bicycles (e-bikes) within
the City, with the hope to expand from there as needed (based upon the agreed utilization metrics).
Alongside Uber, JUMP proposes to introduce a multi-modal option to Santa Monica, unlocking expanded mode choice for your residents and visitors. Whether
users travel by shared bikes, scooters, cars, or public transportation, we believe
this suite of options is best positioned to replace personal car use, easing congestion and emissions in the process.
Above all, JUMP is deeply committed to a fully integrated partnership with the
City of Santa Monica. The transportation sector is rapidly evolving — from dockless bikes, to scooters, to rideshare — and we understand that this means what
we offer users must evolve as well. This means working with the City to jointly innovate, brainstorm, share data, and grow mobility choices for your residents. We
are excited and ready to work with you.
Summary of Proposal
Our primary goal is to partner with the City of Santa Monica to help ease congestion by providing a simple solution
that allows residents and visitors to access affordable, and fun transportation options.
JUMP plans to operate 500 e-bikes in the pilot service area as soon as possible. We will launch in September with an
initial fleet of 250 e-bikes and increase our fleet to 500 in coordination with the City shortly thereafter. In addition,
we hope to launch scooter service in September. Per the City’s requirements, a separate scooter application will
also be supplied. For both e-bikes and scooters, we look forward to working with the city to continually evaluate
performance and hopefully demonstrate opportunities to increase our fleet caps.
As stated above, to achieve this goal our focus will be on seamless multi-modal integration for residents and visitors
alike. Santa Monica residents and visitors who open the Uber app will be able to see a mix of cheap, green, and convenient options all available at the push of a button. Whether they choose a bike, scooter, uberPOOL trip etc., the
single Uber platform app will empower users to leave their personal car at home, helping alleviate congestion in the
process. A visitor flying in from Sao Paulo, Brazil can open the Uber app in Santa Monica, in their native language,
and without updating their profile or financial information, hop on a JUMP bike (or scooter) and see the city in a
whole new way.
JUMP will also be available through the JUMP’s standalone mobile app. And, as with Breeze Bike Share, the LA Metro’s TAP card and other similar RFID cards can be used as a token to access JUMP bikes as well. This presents an
exciting opportunity for interoperability is between the JUMP product and existing Social Bicycles systems in Santa
Monica, Beverly Hills, UCLA, and West Hollywood.
To achieve the goal of increasing access to shared transportation options, we must prioritize equitable access to
JUMP. Users can unlock a bike using their smartphone, RFID card, or account number. Our Boost Plan ($5/month for
60 minutes of riding per day) will be available to anyone who uses SNAP benefits and other low income indicators.
We will also offer cash payments via PayNearMe for the unbanked, allowing users to pay for bike share at a variety
of retail locations. We hope to work with the City to identify community partners who can help us hire local, engage
the community and better inform our marketing. Most importantly, our on-the-ground team will work daily to ensure bikes and scooters are equitably distributed across the service area and available in every neighborhood.
jumpbikes.com
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E-Assist Bike Share
In San Francisco and Washington, D.C., JUMP has proven that e-bikes are a viable replacement for personal car use.
Popular among riders, the pedal assist technology deployed in JUMP bikes makes longer trips easier and is emerging as a true point to point solution for commuters. For example, in San Francisco, each JUMP bike is used up to ten
times per day, and the average trip is three times farther than trips taken on standard pedal bikes. For residents of
Santa Monica who want to reduce their car trips, JUMP bikes will be a welcome alternative.
A recent CNN article highlighted how JUMP bikes are being used to replace short and medium distance Uber car
trips — and we could not be happier about that. Identifying and tracking this mode shift is possible because both
transportation options are available in the single Uber app. Riders are more likely to shift modes of travel when they
can quickly and easily compare options, including estimated travel times and price. By placing e-bikes alongside
scooters and UberPOOL, we can ensure Santa Monica’s residents are best positioned to choose alternative modes
of transportation and make a real impact on congestion. We look forward to sharing mode-shift data with the City as
a key indicator of programmatic success.
Santa Monica, JUMP, and Uber
This year, Uber acquired JUMP with the intention of building a new shared mobility
platform. We are excited for the future of
urban mobility and are eager to work with
other Uber partners, like Getaround and
Masabi, to create a mobility-as-a-service
platform that is useful and affordable for all.
This vision of integrated mobility has been a
dream for cities and transit operators alike,
and we are thrilled to be doing our part to
make this vision a reality.
Our partnership brings together JUMP’s
unique expertise in bike share product design and field operations with Uber’s global presence in over 600 cities globally. By
offering JUMP bikes (and scooters) directly
in the Uber app, riders who are already familiar with Uber in the US or any of the other 64 countries we operate in around the world will immediately be able
to take advantage of e-bikes in addition to shared automobiles — helping both residents and tourists reduce their
reliance on personal vehicles.
By expanding e-bike and scooter access, the City of Santa Monica has taken an important step toward reducing personal car use. In the US, half of all trips are less than three miles in distance, but 72% of those trips are taken by car.
Working together, Santa Monica, Uber, and JUMP can show the world that convenient, green, shared electric bikes
and scooters can turn the tide for local transportation.
We look forward to serving Santa Monica. Please do not hesitate to follow up with me or the JUMP team if you require additional information.
Sincerely,

Ryan Rzepecki
CEO, JUMP Bikes
jumpbikes.com
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1. INTENT
JUMP and Uber are committed to reducing personal car use and congestion while encouraging residents and visitors to choose from a variety of shared options to get from place to place. This goal has
clear benefits for cities and their residents. For Santa Monica, we look forward to bringing both bikes
and scooters onto the JUMP and Uber platforms, providing even more mobility options at users’ fingertips and increasing access to a variety of sustainable, shared, and healthy alternative transit modes.
It is hard for a single alternate mode of transportation to compete with the comfort and
reliability of the personal car. Ultimately,
multiple different modes — public transit,
biking, bike share, carshare, rideshare, and
walking — need to work together to get
people out of their cars. A true ‘multi-modality suite’ is needed to provide the user
with the ideal transportation option for
every situation. For example, during congested times, mass transit or bike share
are often faster than taking an Uber. Conversely, when it is raining, most people will
prefer Uber or public transit over bike share
or walking.
Pilot Program Overview
Partnership
The city of Santa Monica has stated that a top priority for this pilot is to work with the selected vendor(s) to optimize dockless electric mobility operations in order to identify and then establish
more permanent permit regulations. JUMP is thrilled by the possibility of working closely and sharing learnings with the City to improve city planning and access to shared transportation options.
Our operations, data reporting, and policy teams all look forward to collaborating with Santa Monica officials and partners to develop the next generation vision for shared mobility regulations.
Not only will Santa Monica benefit from analysis of the local JUMP operation, but we will be able to share
information that spans not just bikes or scooters, but shared mobility platforms more widely, including
information from our rides business. In cities where we co-operate JUMP bikes and Uber Rides, we are
seeing encouraging data that reflects an increased reliance on shared rather than personal options. In San
Francisco for example, a recent analysis showed that riders who had access to both e-bike and car options
within the Uber app took 15% more trips across both modes, but fewer trips by car. In fact, Uber trips in cars
declined amongst these riders by 10 percent! The Uber platform can combine all of its shared modes into
actionable data points, helping Santa Monica officials to better understand trip patterns and mode shift in
their city and take informed steps to reducing congestion.
Product
jumpbikes.com
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Hardware
JUMP’s Class 1 electric pedal assist bike (e-bike) is the result of over five years of development and operational evolution. Our history and experience running hybrid bike share systems (using both proprietary
docks and dockless locking) has given our product team unique insight into the design elements that are
necessary for state-of-the-art bike share systems. We have custom designed our lock and many other components in response to our experiences operating bike share systems worldwide. In fact, our integrated
lock has been tested on over 15,000 bikes and is compatible with public bike racks. More information about
our e-bike is available in the pages that follow.
Our design team has designed an e-bike that is safe, robust, certified to international standards, adheres to
the California Vehicle Code, and meets the Code of Federal Regulations requirements for bicycles.

Software
The JUMP mobile application is designed for ease of use and navigation and is currently available across several languages. It allows
users to:
• check pricing
• sign up and manage one’s account
• view the system area (including virtual stations and no
parking locations)
• look for bikes
• reserve a bike
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

provides walking directions to bicycles
report an issue with a bicycle
select language preference
check personal trip history and routes
review Terms of Service and Privacy Policy
visit the How it Works section (including information on
proper locking, safe riding, etc)
And more

JUMP Bikes are also available in the Uber app which, along with
standard Uber functionality (account management and history,
payment profiles, language options, etc) allows users to view
bikes alongside other shared modes: from uberX, to uberPOOL,
scooters, and other options. While designs for this functionality
are not publicly available, the feature will live prior to Santa Monica’s launch date. We are happy to share the
design in with the City by request. Beyond the ability to toggle between modes, the the Uber app also offers
road safety information and helmet suggestions for both bike and scooter users.
In addition to the user-facing mobile apps, JUMP has expansive and data-driven operations software tools
that facilitate daily operations and monthly reports to the City. The real-time information that our operajumpbikes.com
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tions teams track allows for ongoing refinement and engagement with vehicles on the ground, ultimately
resulting in a high-quality user experience.
Finally, JUMP will provide the City with access to a dashboard that will allow them to reference aggregated
and anonymized data, such as average hub utilization, heatmaps, and other system visualizations and more.
System Planning

Parking
Companies that operate dockless vehicles must design their
fleets to fit seamlessly into the cities we serve. This is most
important when a vehicle is not in use and is parked in the
public way. At JUMP, we want to work with the City to create
a series of metrics to ensure bikes (and scooters) are parked
correctly and, most importantly, in a manner that accounts
for non-riders who should not be asked to step around or
over a dockless vehicle. For residents who rely on orderly
sidewalks and public space, such as the visually impaired or
those in wheelchairs, this is critical.
Unfortunately, we know that not all riders will respect public
space. Therefore, we believe the best way to ensure bikes
are parked correctly is to develop a performance based
approach in which companies are only allowed to expand their fleet if they develop and utilize strategies
to quickly address any incorrectly parked vehicle. That allows companies to innovate and determine the
best model for their fleet while still assuring the City and residents that dockless vehicles will not become a
nuisance.
To meet those outcomes, JUMP built a simple parking strategy directly into the bike: every bike in our fleet
has a lock that easily locks to a standard bike rack. To end a trip, a rider must lock the bike to a bike rack or
other infrastructure. For bikes in particular, we believe this will provide the best parking outcomes for Santa
Monica.
We developed these locks because we believe dockless bike share works best when the system accounts
for both riders and non-riders. When bikes are in use, riders must follow the rules of the road. When bikes
are not in use, the bikes must be parked appropriately and kept from creating clutter in the public way. Data
from D.C. and Seattle proves that lock-to can accomplish this goal. Earlier this year, a Toole Design Group
survey found that 27% of free-floating dockless bikes surveyed in D.C. and Seattle were improperly parked
as defined by their permits. In contrast, JUMP received a parking complaint rate of less than one percent of
all trips.
JUMP will educate riders and non-riders about our system, including how to use the lock, and looks forward
to ensuring that this requirement is followed for every ride. To encourage all companies to keep Santa
Monica’s streets free from clutter, we also recommend using permit fees and improper parking penalties for
jumpbikes.com
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the installation of bike parking. In the Santa Monica market, we find ourselves at an advantage because the
JUMP bike and the bikes in the Breeze Bike Share system use the same locking mechanism. Local users will
be familiar with our lock-to requirements, facilitating our lock-to expectations of keeping the public right
of way free of unnecessary bike clutter. This will help ensure that there is always adequate bike parking for
both residents and JUMP riders.

Device Distribution
With JUMP’s real-time data feed of bike locations and battery levels the operations team can closely monitor
bike distribution across the service area. We have further refined our operations tool to show proportional
distribution across different sectors of the larger service area and set alerts for when priority sectors have
either an over- or under-supply of bicycles. The average user cannot see these sectors as they are intended
for operational oversight only. These tools will support the City’s goal of limiting the number of devices in
the Downtown District while also facilitating more equitable bike distribution across the service area.
Segmenting the service area offers JUMP and the City unique opportunities to leverage multi-modal data to
identify areas that are most suitable for e-bike rebalancing. We are able to examine JUMP e-bike and Uber
ridership data to identify major departure and destination points and can determine ideal locations for
e-bike placement. This data analysis can provide intelligently timed deployment suggestions capable of
fulfilling trip demand where needed. We are excited about the possibilities that leveraging multi-modal data
can bring and would welcome the opportunity for further discussion with Santa Monica stakeholders.
Operations and Engagement
Daily bike share operations encompass system
management, bike maintenance, rebalancing,
repairs, customer service, marketing, and community engagement. JUMP believes in safe and
dependable mobility systems, and takes pride in
both our high quality product, smart operations,
and community focused engagement. Our team
responds quickly to reported issues, and riders
can report technical issues directly from the bike
interface. We will hire up to 37 employees to support a 500-bike fleet in Santa Monica. These local
employees will be supported by JUMP and Uber’s
local and national level dedicated bike share staff
which numbers in the hundreds.

Rebalancing, Bike Maintenance, and Repair
Fleet technicians and mechanics work seven days The operations team’s view of San Francisco’s morning commute.
a weeks to keep JUMP systems running smoothly.
From rebalancing bikes prior to commuting hours, to brake adjustments, to e-bike battery charging, JUMP
employees work around the clocks to keep hundreds of bikes safe and operational for the public’s use

jumpbikes.com
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Marketing		
Our local and national marketing teams coordinate to ensure that promotional and educational messages
are consistently and effective communicated to each market. Per the administrative guidance, JUMP’s team
will work cross-functionally to bring messages about bike safety, rules of the road, helmet use, bike parking,
riding etiquette, and customer service contact information.
Prior to launch, JUMP would appreciate the opportunity to share our outreach and marketing plans with the
City and obtain feedback. We are happy to target our marketing strategies using both English and Spanish
language materials as needed, to include communities of concern or engage with other specific organizations at the City’s suggestion.

Equitable Access
Bike share can bring mobility options to underserved populations in unique ways and can serve as a critical connector to public transit. JUMP knows that equitable distribution of bikes across the service area
helps provide a useful transportation option to those who either lack access to a personal vehicle or simply
choose not to drive. By providing an efficient and convenient transit option, JUMP’s e-bikes offer a transportation solution for point to point trips as well as the first / last mile problem. In San Francisco we are proud
to consistently over-deliver on our permit requirement of maintaining over 20% of our fleet in the City’s
predetermined “Communities of Concern”. For qualifying low-income users, we are happy to offer JUMP’s
Boost Plan, a $5 monthly fee that gives members 60 minutes of ride time every day.
We believe the best way to expand this program is to work directly with organizations that provide services
to low income residents. We look forward to working with the City to identify and collaborate with those
organizations.

Customer Service
JUMP has customer service center that can be reached by phone between 6am and 9pm PST and receives
emails and social media outreach 24 hours a day. All emails and calls receive responses within 24 hours.
Additionally, we leverage Uber’s customer support resources to supplement our own, ensuring 24-hour
customer service coverage.
Data and Privacy
JUMP believes that sharing data with municipalities is in the best interest of bikers, bike sharing and cities.
Our core mission is to expand shared mobility in the cities and regions we serve as a means to reduce congestion and promote sustainable, healthy travel. And that is best done in collaboration with cities, often via
data sharing agreements.
JUMP system data will be provided to the City in two main forms: real-time and historical. Real-time data
will be available via an API that uses the GBFS to provide bike availability and a report dashboard that the
city can access to see aggregated and anonymized system use. Historical data will be delivered via static
reports weekly for the first several weeks of the program and then monthly thereafter.
As we plan to share with the City of Los Angeles, we believe portions of the MDS are well intentioned and
jumpbikes.com
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are easily fulfilled by JUMP and Uber’s data team. In addition, JUMP/Uber plan to share multi-modal data
that will show the City how and to what extent residents who previously travelled by car are now shifting to
bikes — a data set we believe will be critical to Santa Monica’s understanding of shared transportation use.

2. OPERATOR INFORMATION
a. Project team, including biographies and qualifications of lead team members. Include an organization
chart that includes the entire company as well as the local team.
JUMP looks forward to bringing a pedal assist bike share system to the City of Santa Monica that draws on
our nearly six years of providing high quality bike share. Our team has been in the bike share business for
years and looks forward to bringing our version of dockless pedal assist bike share to the streets of Santa
Monica. JUMP’s organization chart is below and our biographies of individuals in leadership roles are in
Appendix C.

b. Number, type, location and duration of other shared mobility systems operated. Include all current
operations, and the operating permitting requirements and history of compliance with permitting, state
and local law.
Please see Appendix C for a link to a Dropbox link of city permits that we have applied to and have been
awarded. To our knowledge, for each system we have complied with all permit requirements and state and
local laws.
c. Length of corporate operation, and related or ancillary business operations beyond shared mobility
systems.
Social Bicycles LLC (d/b/a JUMP Bikes) incorporated in 2010. Our first dockless smartbike share system
launched in Buffalo, New York in 2013. Since then we have grown our global bike share fleet to nearly 20,000
bicycles across three continents. In 2018, JUMP was acquired by Uber Technologies. We are now a wholly
owned subsidiary.

jumpbikes.com
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d. Names and addresses of any person or entity that has (i) more than 10 percent equity, participation,
or revenue interest in the application or (ii) is a trustee, director, partner, or officer of that entity or of
another entity that owns or controls the applicant. Identify the names and addresses of any parent or
subsidiary of the application, and describe the nature of any such parent or subsidiary business entity.
Identify any subcontractors or other partner organizations.
As mentioned above, JUMP Bikes is a wholly owned subsidiary of Uber Technologies Inc.
Address:

Uber Technologies Inc.
1455 Market Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

JUMP may work with other individuals and organizations to fulfill the commitments of Santa Monica’s permit and will notify the City of any changes during the term of this pilot.

3. EQUIPMENT
a. Type and specifications of all devices. The selection committee may request a device demonstration
if desired to clarify or confirm device details or functionality.
JUMP would welcome the opportunity to demonstrate our pedal assist bike for
the selection committee in Santa Monica. If such a demonstration is helpful,
please contact the team for scheduling. Please see the JUMP bike product
specification sheet(s) in Appendix A.
b. Number of devices proposed at launch, and anticipated at the maximum
during the pilot program.
We will launch this program with 250 e-bikes and will double the fleet to 500
e-bikes shortly thereafter. Any additional scale will be at the approval of the
City, based on agreed utilization metrics. .
c. Device communications, device location systems, device capabilities, and
system data collection details.
JUMP’s bike uses a wireless connection, active GPS, and a secure server to
collect data. Please see the JUMP bike product specification sheet(s) for more
information in Appendic C.
d. Functionality and features of software and operations management
systems.
Please see Appendix A for more information about our software and operations
platform.
e. Identify ability to provide minimum of 250 devices at program launch date.
JUMP plans to begin operations in Santa Monica with 250 e-bikes on the launch
date.

jumpbikes.com
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f. Identify local warehouse or operational centers.
JUMP collaborates closely with Uber’s facilities team to ensure that as soon as we secure a permit in a new
market we start to identify and then build out a warehouse/office facility strategically located within or near
the new service area. For Santa Monica, our process will be the same. Uber already maintains a large office
in Santa Monica where employees with administrative roles will work, and we may expand this office as the
operations expand.

4. OPERATIONS
JUMP strongly believes in safe and dependable mobility systems, and takes pride in both our high quality
product and smart operations. Our operations team responds quickly to any reported issues, and riders can
report problems directly from the bike interface or through the mobile app.
Since launching our first dockless smartbike share system in 2013 (using the same technology and bikes
that Breeze Bike Share uses today), JUMP has been refining and optimizing our operations software platform as well as on-the-ground support. Now that Uber owns JUMP, we are able to combine JUMP’s bike
share operational expertise with Uber’s unparalleled software platform. Together we are now developing
hardware and software tools that will set a new standard for operational excellence in micro-mobility. We
look forward to bringing our operational experience and software tools to Santa Monica’s streets as we
work to limit congestion and provide alternative modes of transportation for local residents.
a. Fare structure, including any low-income or special fare options.
Standard Plan

$2 per 30 minutes; over 30 minutes, additional time is charged at a rate of $4 per hour, prorated to the
minute (about 7¢ per minute).

Boost Plan (for eligible low income
individuals)

$5 per month for 60 minutes of free riding time per day; over 60 minutes, additional time is charged at a
rate of $4 per hour, prorated to the minute (about 7¢ per minute).

Out of Service Area Fee

$25 to lock a bike outside of the entire JUMP geo-fenced system area

Inappropriate Locking Fee

$25 for improperly locked bikes

JUMP looks forward to working with the City to identify appropriate local organizations to serve as indicators of low income status. For example, in most markets, proof of being a SNAP recipient qualifies users for
the Boost Plan. We are also in the process of designing a reduced price Student Plan that we look forward
to sharing with the City soon.
b. Hours of device availability, hours of customer service support, and hours of field support (i.e. outreach, rebalancing and maintenance),
In Santa Monica, JUMP Bikes will be available 24/7, year round. JUMP also offers customer service support 24/7. Hours of field support will be determined based on the utilization of the bikes, informed by our
other markets. For Santa Monica, we will staff our field support team a minimum of 8 hours per day, 7 days
per week from the day of launch, and expand our team and hours as needed to ensure smooth system
operations.

jumpbikes.com
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c. Staffing plan and responsibilities for Santa Monica operations.
JUMP looks forward to hiring up to 37 full- and part-time staff for an initial fleet of 250 bikes, which will grow
to 500 bikes shortly thereafter. Our goal is to work with local organizations and Santa Monica Community
College to help fill these roles. Our standard launch and operations team includes: a general manager, an
operations manager, a community and marketing manager, bike mechanics, and field technicians. Responsibilities are as follows:
General Manager

Main point of contact for all City-related communications

Operations Manager

Ensures fleet runs smoothly, responsible for managing all mechanics and rebalances, ensuring that bikes
are where they need to be at all times.

Regional Marketing Manager

Initiates and cultivates relationships and partnerships with stakeholders. Responsible for organizing and
attending events and meetings. May have regional responsibilities outside of Santa Monica.

Bike Mechanics

Responsible for bike maintenance and repair.

Lead Field Techs

Track performance and plan routes for their field team. There is one Lead for every 4-5 Field Techs.

Field Techs

Responsible for moving and positioning bikes to ensure equitable service across the City.

d. Plan for achieving citywide coverage and balancing, including the nature and frequency of rebalancing throughout the day to provide availability and avoid overconcentration of devices in the Downtown/
Civic Center/Beach & Beach-adjacent areas.
Rebalancing bikes in a dockless environment is the primary operational activity. We rebalance low-charge
bikes to charging locations, pick up any bikes in need of repairs, shift bikes from areas of over-supply, and
drop charged bikes throughout the service area. Our software operations tool employs data driven techniques to alert the local team when areas become oversaturated and recommends different areas that need
more bikes. In San Francisco, we use the City’s bike rack location data that is displayed in our operations
tool and we could leverage similar techniques thanks to Santa Monica’s open data repository.
We also offer incentives to users to ride bikes back to charging locations, offering those who return low-battery bikes to our designated charging locations free riding credit. In addition to our users, we are building a
constituency of power users who use our bikes for deliveries. In fact, we are piloting a program in San Francisco where these riders get free riding credit if they return low battery bikes to charging stations. Delivery
riders can use e-bikes to increase their income while simultaneously helping JUMP rebalance and maintain
the fleet.
To ensure bikes are properly distributed throughout the pilot area, we can use our operations tool to segment the service area and monitor the distribution across the segments of our fleet in real time. We employ
a similar method in San Francisco, where the SFMTA requires that 20% of our bikes be located within designated “Communities of Concern” as defined by the City, this can easily be replicated for the Santa Monica
market.
e. Plan for resolution of on-going issues, daily complaints and emergencies. Provide details of how you
will move devices that are parked incorrectly, are reported as complaints, or are out of service.
JUMP believes in safe and dependable mobility systems, and takes pride in both our high quality product
and smart operations. Our operations team responds quickly to any reported issues, and riders can report
problems directly from the bike interface.
jumpbikes.com
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Customer Service
JUMP has built out a robust customer service department that handles all ongoing issues, daily complaints,
and emergencies. Users can find phone and email contact information for our customer service team in
the mobile app, on our website, on the bike itself, and through the bike’s onboard interface. Our customer
service team responds to all phone and email inquiries, as well as social media messages from Twitter and
Facebook followers. Additionally, we leverage Uber’s customer support resources to supplement our own.
Users inquiring by email will receive confirmation of their request within three minutes and can expect
resolution within 24 hours. We operate a 24-hour toll free support line that can help users either self-resolve
their issue or speak with a live JUMP representative. Currently live agent support is available from 6am to
9pm PST. For issues that require immediate attention, our customer service team rapidly escalates concerns to the local operations team. We use Zendesk to manage, categorize, and track all customer and third
party interactions.
Monitored Parking
All of our bikes have customer service contact information for users and the general public to report
improperly parked bicycles. However, we have a number of automated tools that support properly JUMP’s
operations. Our operations tool flags bikes that have stayed in place for over 24 hours and alerts the operations team. Teams self-dispatch upon notification. The bikes’ active GPS helps the operations team see if
bikes are outside of the public right of way on the backend’s map.
When a user ends a trip outside of the geofenced service area, they receive push notifications and our
operations team is notified. We also reserve the right to charge users an out of service area fee. However,
this fee is typically waived after the first offense and is used as an educational and warning opportunity. If a
rider is a chronic offender of parking outside of the geofence, we reserve the right to remove them from our
platform. Our bikes also feature a “stolen” mode that is activated by a variety of triggers.
f. Plan for regular device maintenance.
JUMP’s custom fleet management software helps staff manage bike repairs and inspection schedules. Each
bike is monitored in real-time 24/7. Bike maintenance and inspection data captured in the backend can
be used for historical analysis. During peak hours, the operations team’s focus is primarily on rebalancing
activities, with minor maintenance adjustments as needed between locations. However, non-peak hours
are used for focusing on cleaning, inspections, maintenance and repair. We also use a post-peak shift to
pick up bikes in need of repair or low battery bikes and bring them back to the warehouse for service.
•

Field Maintenance
Staff perform daily rounds while rebalancing bicycles and checking battery levels. Staff monitor
bikes in the field and perform a basic check to ensure that bicycles are fit for riding. This includes
checking that critical adjustments are in order such as brake safety, tire pressure, working seat
clamp, a functional bell, working head and tail lights, proper controller and lock function, and belt
or chain tension. The maintenance team also cleans bikes for user comfort. If bikes are improperly
locked, the maintenance team unlocks and repositions the bikes correctly.

•

Reported Repair
When a bicycle is reported for repair the bicycle is flagged and then is either repaired in the field
or brought back to the shop for further inspection. While in the shop, parts will be replaced and go
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through a thorough standard check prior to returning to the field.
•

Preventive Maintenance
A set of tasks performed routinely on bicycles that are otherwise in a rideable condition. An example
is the regular pumping of tires to reduce the chances of rim damage or pinched flats resulting in
replacement that is more costly. This includes brake adjustments, shifting adjustments, checking
wheel trueness, lighting operation check, headset tightness, drivetrain operation, all fasteners are
checked for proper torque, and any other issues that may arise during a full function test ride. Bikes
are also cleaned before redeployment.

g. Define how customers can communicate issues, how you will respond and the timeframe for response.
Define how customer communications will be tracked and reported.
Customers can communicate issues to JUMP’s customer service team through three main channels: phone,
email, and social media. JUMP has built out a robust customer service department that handles all on-going
issues, daily complaints, and emergencies. Users can find phone and email contact information for our customer service team in the JUMP and Uber mobile apps, on the JUMP website, on the bike itself, and through
the bike’s onboard computer. Our customer service team responds to all phone and email inquiries, as well
as social media messages from Twitter and Facebook followers. Additionally, we leverage Uber’s customer
support resources to supplement our own, ensuring 24-hour customer support coverage. Users inquiring
by email will receive confirmation of their request within three minutes and can expect resolution within
24 hours. We operate a 24-hour toll free support line that can help users either self-resolve their issue or
speak with a live JUMP representative. Currently live agent support is available from 6am to 9pm PST. For
issues that require immediate attention, our customer service team rapidly escalates concerns to the local
operations team. We use Zendesk and custom tools to manage, categorize, and track all customer and third
party interactions. From this database we can pull reports for various issue types.
We look forward to working with the City to develop useful reporting standards to ensure appropriate tracking of local customer service issues.
h. Details of customer service system to be provided, including staffing, wait time or availability, languages, and medium (text, phone, twitter, etc.).
Currently our customer service team offers phone support in English, email support in multiple languages
(including Spanish) through translation software. Our live phone support is currently available from 6am
to 9pm PST. Users can expect a call wait time on average of under one minute during hours of operation.
Our customer service team supports inquiries and issues from a variety of channels; specifically: phone,
email, text, Facebook Messenger, and Twitter. JUMP also leverages Uber’s customer support resources to
supplement our own.
i. Ability to offer service to customers without a credit card or smart phone.
JUMP strongly believes in equitable access to bike share. Our platform offers two key features that expand
access to the platform, making it equitable and accessible to more people:
•

Mobile first, not mobile only: with a JUMP account users can access bikes easily with their account
number or with an RFID card that has been synced to their account. Our system is compatible with
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most transit cards that use the MiFare RFID standard including the Metro TAP card.
•

Cash Payments: we have integrated PayNearMe into our platform so that the unbanked or those who
prefer to pay with cash can use our service by paying at most CVS, 711, or Family Dollar stores. We
will work with local organizations and the City to ensure awareness of this option.

j. Capacity to meet insurance and indemnification requirements.
Our CGL policy includes a $5M per occurrence limit and a $10M aggregate limit, which we believe is more
than sufficient for the purposes of this agreement. However, if that is not the case, we are willing to discuss
additional insurance coverages that may meet the City’s needs as there are additional insurance options
that can be added to our policy if necessary.

5. PARKING, HELMETS & ROADWAY SAFETY COMPLIANCE
a. Describe your plan and approach to parking devices in a manner that is safe, legal, and complies with
local and state law. Include both charger deployment and customer use. Describe the technology and
equipment you will utilize to manage parking. Describe geo-fencing and virtual station capabilities, and
willingness to comply with required parking hubs for chargers and customers.
As discussed in the Intent section, dockless bike share
works best when the system accounts for both riders
and non-riders. When bikes are in use, riders must follow the rules of the road. In JUMP systems, when bikes
are not in use, the bikes should be parked appropriately
and kept from creating clutter in the public way. Empirical data supports our approach. A Toole Design Group
survey found that 27% of free-floating dockless bikes
surveyed in D.C. and Seattle were improperly parked as
defined by their permits. In contrast, JUMP has received
a parking complaint rate of less than 1% of all trips in
some cities.
We hope to work with the City to develop a similar outcomes based approach in Santa Monica. For bikes, we plan to implement our lock-to technology to ensure
bikes are parked appropriately and controlled after a ride ends.
In addition, JUMP will educate riders and non-riders about our system, including how and where to use the
lock, and plans to work closely with the City to ensure this requirement is followed on every ride. To support
this lock-to policy, we also support using permit fees and improper parking penalties for the installation
of additional public bike parking. This will help ensure there is always adequate parking for dockless and
privately owned bikes while also signalling where dockless bikes should be left.
This messaging will be consistent for our scooter riders too. If JUMP is awarded a scooter permit in addition
to this bike permit, the repetitive nature of messaging will help ensure riders are familiar with the rules and
thus be better equipped to correctly park any vehicle they rent. We hope to work with the City to ensure this
messaging is best suited for parking throughout Santa Monica and, therefore, best positioned to minimize
jumpbikes.com
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any instances in which riders park vehicles incorrectly.
Parking Equipment, Geofencing, and Technology
We communicate early and frequently with riders to ensure lock-to parking compliance. Our bikes’ active
GPS ensures that our system’s geofences enforce parking in three key ways, enforcing bike availability and
regulating where riders can and cannot park bikes.
•

Service Area: A large geofence that encompasses the entire JUMP service area, visible to riders in
the app. Users receive a push notification when they exit the service area’s geofence, and those that
end trips outside of the service area geofence may be charged a fee.

•

Parking Hubs: Specific, geofenced areas, or “virtual stations”, that are visible in the mobile app in
which users can drop off bikes and possibly receive trip credit. These will be especially important
in high traffic areas with limited bike parking and sidewalk space to encourage orderly streets. We
believe the City is often best positioned to identify these areas and we hope to work with you to
integrate parking hubs into our app prior to launch.

•

No Parking Zones: Designated geofences that discourage/prohibit leaving a bike in certain places.
These zones appear on both the JUMP and Uber apps. We utilize this technology in places like San
Francisco’s Union Square and Washington DC’s National Mall. Users may be charged a fee if they
choose to lock a bike in a “No Parking” zone.

In addition to the above technology-based parking solutions, JUMP will work to provide publicly accessible charging location. We offer this service at one of our maintenance facilities in San Francisco near the
CalTrain station. Users can come to our warehouse’s publicly accessible, streetside parking lot and pick
up a fully charged bicycles. This solution not only ensures fully charged bicycles for users, it also helps our
operations team by distributing charged bicycles into the field.

b. Describe strategies to influence customer riding and parking behavior; be specific about what will
be offered and at what time. Describe how you will engage with users who repeatedly violate rules or
otherwise misuse the system.
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JUMP approaches riding and parking behavior proactively (before their first ride) and reactively (after a
ride ends). This ensures customers are reminded of appropriate riding and parking behavior multiple times
during the ride experience.
Members will be informed of all requirements and safety recommendations prior to vehicle access. This
includes helmet requirements, no sidewalk riding, driver’s license requirements, proper parking, and more.
There are multiple touch-points prior to and after vehicle access where users will be informed of the various
requirements and recommendations:
Action

Timing

In-app onboarding information

During signup

Welcome email with rules of engagement safe safety tips

Immediately after signup

On bike vinyls

Available at all times for users and non-users

In-app FAQ

Available at all times for users and non-users

Mobile app push notifications

During trips and after trips (includes during
a ride when users leave the service area)

On website

Available at all times for users and non-users

Ongoing marketing and email blasts to share bestpractices

Monthly to users who have opted-in

However, should riders exhibit incorrect behavior, JUMP’s customer service team has an established tiered
penalty system for users who are out of compliance with the terms of our rental agreement:
•

Educational Warning: JUMP’s Customer Service team is notified by field technicians when equip-
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ment is improperly parked. Customer Service then contacts the user via email or phone to explain
proper operation of the JUMP lock.
•

Financial Penalty: Repeat offenders are subject to a fee of $25

•

Account Suspension: Repeated offenses are logged on the rider’s account and trigger subsequent
penalties or suspension.

As with all other sections of this permit, we would appreciate the opportunity to work with the City to refine
these options in a manner designed to ensure incorrect parking is kept to a minimum.
c. Strategy for avoiding underage use of e-scooters, or use without a driver’s license.
This application is intended for an e-bike permit.
d. Plan for making helmets available to customers of e-scooters and e-bikes.
JUMP will make helmets easily accessible to users by offering discounted helmet options, shipped directly
to users. The helmet program will be advertised in numerous locations to maximize user awareness, not
limited to onboarding emails, safety campaign emails, in-app safety section, and via jumpbikes.com/safety.
JUMP currently has two partnerships to provide discounted helmets: one $25 discount with Thousand and
a 50% discount with Westridge.
JUMP will also stock a limited number of helmets at our warehouse to supply to Boost Plan users who cannot purchase helmets on their own. We will highlight this option for our Boost Plan members.

e. Plan for making customers aware of e-scooter and e-bike helmet laws and providing resources for
compliance.
Each new user must read and review a safety screen before their first ride. This screen includes
information about helmet laws. Helmet and other safety information is also available on the JUMP
website (jumpbikes.com/safety). In cities where helmets are mandatory for riding, we will include
language on the city specific page that informs users about their responsibility to wear a helmet
while riding JUMP’s bikes. JUMP has partnered with national helmet providers to offer our riders disjumpbikes.com
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counted helmets and for Boost Plan members free helmets will be available.
JUMP will also stock helmets at our warehouse to supply to Boost Plan members who
cannot purchase helmets on their own. We will highlight this option to those who
qualify for our Boost Plan.
f. Plan for educating users about rules of the road, including illegal sidewalk riding.
Each new user must read and review a safety screen before their first ride. This screen
includes information about rules of the road.
After sign-up, a user receives a series of onboarding emails that cover simple “howto”s, safety information, and rules of the road.
Prospective and current users can visit jumpbikes.com/safety which features more
in-depth information about the bikes themselves, safety information, and universal
rules of the road. City specific issues will be included on each cities dedicated section
on JUMP’s website. Existing city pages can be found at jumpbikes.com/cities.
During the fourth quarter of 2018, JUMP plans to launch a nationwide safety campaign
that will encompass both bikes and scooters. JUMP is evaluating a variety of celebrities, influencers, and partners to be featured in the campaign to ensure mass appeal
and wide reach and will support the campaign via PR, paid media, social media, via
in-app messaging, and via email. JUMP brand ambassadors will table in key locations
in each market to emphasize safety, provide limited free helmets to riders, and raise
awareness of safety initiatives.
g. Strategies for incorporating features into system functionality to address parking, helmet use and roadway safety.
We have several features incorporated into our bike share solution to address parking,
helmets, and road safety.
•

Responsive Operations: As described in the earlier sections of Section 5, all of
JUMP’s bikes are engineered with an integrated lock and software that is programmed to end the ride when that lock is engaged. For those instances when
a rider does not lock the bike correctly (as described above), JUMP technicians are able to quickly respond and move the bike to an appropriate parking
location.

•

In-app Features: The app provides instruction for proper parking compliance.
These include clear service area boundaries within the app, the highlighting of
no parking zones, and an FAQ that offers additional parking, safety, and helmet
information.

•

Incentive Programs: Uber and JUMP’s platforms will use incentive programs
to support appropriate parking and facilitate field operations. Our main tool is
to incentivize users to park vehicles in virtual hubs in areas of undersupply or
reposition low-battery bikes to areas that will facilitate bike charging.
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•

Helmet Availability: As described in part (d), JUMP has partnered with national helmet providers to
offer our riders discounted helmets and a limited number of free helmets will be made available to
Boost Plan members. We will continue to remind riders that helmets are a critical safety requirement
through all of our communications channels and are open to developing additional imagery and
instructive language on both bikes and scooters to support safe riding and helmet use.

6. ENGAGEMENT
a. Plan for community engagement.
JUMP’s e-bikes have the potential to transform transportation for Santa Monica’s residents and visitors. We
strongly believe that bike share systems work best when more people have access to the program. To that
end, our goal is to establish and maintain relationships with community groups, local businesses, and other
stakeholders through the following strategies:
•

Strategy 1: Work with and Prioritize the City of Santa Monica: We plan to work with and engage the
City on every issue within this permit and to share any and all information with the City that is appropriate. Our goal is to make bike and scooter share work for Santa Monica and we will work closely
with the City to ensure we accomplish that goal.

•

Strategy 2: Meet with Community Groups: JUMP hopes to provide an e-bike share system with broad
reach across Santa Monica’s diverse communities. This requires involvement and input from organizations already operating within the communities. These organizations can lend their expertise
and/or local connections as we build a sustainable, community-based coalition that makes JUMP’s
version of bike share more inclusive for more people. For example, in San Francisco, we work with
affordable housing organizations, youth groups, local businesses, neighborhood arts groups, legal
advocacy groups, food access groups, schools, neighborhood economic development organizations, and others.

•

Strategy 3: Attend Community Events: JUMP employees love attending local events and see them
as an opportunity to directly engage with the public to demonstrate and explain our version of bike
share. Events can include presentations, bicycle tests rides, participation in community group activities, and tabling at local events. During these events, we introduce our system to attendees, allow
people to test ride our bikes (helmets provided), and seek to understand how our services can most
effectively help the community’s mobility needs.
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•

Strategy 4: Host Community Events and Provide Safety Training and Education: In partnership with community partners, we
hope to host or partner at local events to demonstrate how the
JUMP system and technology works, how to properly lock the
bicycle to public infrastructure, and how to ride safely and follow the rules of the road. We are especially interested in hosting
activities for key days like Bike to Work Day and other relevant
national holidays to help promote biking or reduce congestion.
In addition, these community events will highlight the low-income Boost Plan, and be used to solicit feedback. Further, we
will either develop a scope of work and MOU, ideally with Santa
Monica Spokes or another capable local bicycle organization,
to provide periodic bike skills training courses specifically
designed around the nuances of JUMP’s e-bike.

•

Strategy 5: Promote Bike Share During Bike To Work Week and More: Bike to Work Week is a citywide celebration of alternative transportation in Santa Monica. In partnership with the City, JUMP
would like to offer special pricing incentives for Bike To Work Week that we would jointly promote, to
encourage new users to try out shared bicycles. We would be willing to explore a similar promotion
for other major events in the city throughout the year.

b. Plan to implement safety programs.
JUMP offers a variety of safety-related programming included, reduced price helmets and helmet messaging, in-app onboarding which includes safety messaging, and onboarding email that includes safety
messaging. Our website also has a Safety page dedicated to safe riding tips.
In addition, we will also partner with local cycling organizations to develop a custom rider safety training
course for JUMP e-bikes. We have successfully built out this program in San Francisco with the local Bike
Coalition. In Santa Monica we hope to work with similar groups, like Santa Monica Spokes or LA Bike Coalition, to offer safe riding curricula.
Finally, as mentioned in section 5f, JUMP plans to launch a nationwide safety campaign that will encompass
both bikes and scooters.
c. Plan for public information and education to users and non-users.
JUMP offers a holistic approach to information dissemination. Our efforts are intended to reach riders
before, during and after a trip, as well as provide information for non-riders. In the community outreach plan
outlined in response to section 6a above, we seeks to build relationships and partnerships between JUMP,
the City, community groups, and the general public. This process is crucial to building rapport across a
variety of sectors in the community. In addition to the engagement strategies outlined above, our customer
service team is ready to assist inbound questions, comments, and concerns from users and non-users alike.
Customer service information can be found on our website, through the mobile app, or on the vehicle itself.
Members will be informed of all requirements and safety recommendations prior to e-bike access. This
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includes helmet suggestions, no sidewalk riding, proper parking, and more. There are multiple touchpoints prior to and after e-bike access where users will be informed of the various requirements and
recommendations:
Action

Timing

In-app onboarding information

During signup

Welcome email with rules of engagement safe safety tips

Immediately after signup

On bike vinyls

Available at all times for users and non-users

In-app FAQ

Available at all times for users and non-users

Mobile app push notifications

During trips and after trips (includes during
a ride when users leave the service area)

On website

Available at all times for users and non-users

Ongoing marketing and email blasts to share bestpractices

Monthly to users who have opted-in

d. Marketing program.
JUMP has a central marketing team that works with a local marketing and outreach manager in each market.
Our central marketing team features industry experts in media buying, branding, outreach, product marketing, and public relations. We build hype and loyalty with regular press, active social media engagement,
promotions, and event marketing within the communities we serve. JUMP’s team educates users around
best practices and safety by supporting and attending community meetings before and after we launch.
In addition to our central marketing team, we will have
Regional Marketing Managers who will focus on local
issues. This role supports the local general manager
and is responsible for building relationships with
local stakeholders such as businesses and community groups. In San Francisco, we met with over 50
different organizations and community groups prior
to our launch. In Washington D.C., we have piloted a
JUMP Drop program that partners with local organizations to host rides and build awareness. For example,
we recently partnered with a group of baby-boomer
cyclists called Boomers Ride to do a JUMP Drop ride in
collaboration with North American Bike Share Association (NABSA). We can also add sponsored locations
to our mobile and web app’s map which can highlight
local small businesses.
In addition to the safety campaign mentioned in section 5f, JUMP will execute a marketing and awareness
campaign to ensure Santa Monica residents are familiar with and take advantage of the Boost plan. We will
work alongside community organizations to ensure residents who meet the criteria know how to take full
advantage of our service.
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e. Ability to achieve interoperability or integration with other modes of transportation.
JUMP and Uber have begun to change the way cities move. Similar to many of our partner cities around the
world, our goal is to reduce individual car ownership and congestion, expand transportation access, while
simultaneous helping governments plan for future transportation investments.
Offering a wider variety of transportation options available makes it easier to live without a car. For Uber
and JUMP that means we are constantly looking for opportunities to integrate new mobility options into our
platforms.
Interoperability
•

JUMP’s platform also powers Santa Monica’s existing bike share system, Breeze Bike Share, as well
as the bike share systems in West Hollywood,
Beverly Hills, UCLA, and Long Beach. We recently
integrated the west side bike share programs into
a single network (Bike Share Connect) and can
explore ways to make JUMP access extremely convenient for these users.

•

LA Metro (TAP card serves as a token to access the
JUMP bikes. Payment integration TBD)

•

Masabi mobile ticketing (soon available through the Uber app)

•

Getaround car sharing (soon available through the Uber app)

Integration
As we have previously described, the primary integration that JUMP
offers is through the Uber platform. While JUMP maintains a standalone app, our shared goal is to make choosing a transportation
option as seamless and simple as possible. The JUMP integration
started as a pilot partnership with Uber, prior to our acquisition, to
see how the JUMP product could complement Uber’s Rides business.
It rapidly became evident that integration into the Uber platform was
beneficial both for JUMP and Uber users. In acquiring JUMP, Uber has
validated the value of that integration.
But JUMP’s integration onto Uber’s platform will not stop with bike
share. Uber recently announced a partnership with Lime, which will
allow their scooters to appear on the Uber platform as well. At the local and regional levels, the Uber project pipeline includes integrations with public transportation through our partnership with Masabi’s mobile
ticketing platform, car share through our partnership with GetAround, and possibly even shuttle services.
We look forward to working with the City and other local stakeholders to further identify opportunities for
interoperability and integration that will further limit users reliance on their personal vehicles.
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7. DATA
a. Scope and specifications of data available. Including ability to meet the LADOT Mobility Data Specifications: http://github.com/CityOfLosAngeles/mobilitv-data-specification.
JUMP believes that sharing data with municipalities is in the best interest of bikes, bike sharing and cities.
Our core mission is to expand shared mobility in the cities and regions we serve as a means to reduce congestion and promote sustainable, healthy travel. To do so effectively, JUMP believes we must work transparently with cities by sharing data whenever possible.
As outlined in more detail in section 7c and per the City’s request, data will be provided to the City in two
main forms: real-time and historical. Real-time data will be available via an API that uses the GBFS to provide
bike availability and a report dashboard that the city can access to see aggregated and anonymized system
use. Historical data will be delivered via static reports weekly for the first several weeks of the program and
then monthly thereafter.
In addition, JUMP/Uber plan to add another level of data that we plan to share with the City of Santa Monica,
if selected as a vendor: multi-modal data that will show the City how and to what extent residents who
previously travelled by car via the Uber platform are now shifting to bikes. We believe this data set will be
critical to Santa Monica’s understanding of shared transportation use.
We have shared with the City of Los Angeles that, while we are aligned with the majority of LADOT’s requirements outlined in their Mobility Data Specifications, there remain a handful of areas where we have concerns and are seeking further clarity or discussion. For example, providing real-time trip information that
shows the riders’ route during their trip poses privacy concerns that we want to discuss directly with LA and
Santa Monica. We will continue to engage both LADOT and policy experts across the City of Los Angeles
on the MDS topic and would like to request a meeting with Santa Monica officials to discuss this further.
Ultimately, we want to ensure that any data shared respects the safety of our users and also provide the City
comprehensive information necessary to manage and expand the bike and scooter problem and engage
in meaningful transportation planning. We believe there is a way to do both, and we look forward to further
discussion.
b. Method of tracking device utilization and availability.
JUMP’s e-bikes have an active GPS module and wireless connection that is used across all of our systems.
The active GPS has automated, variable ping rates based on the bike’s state (e.g. during a ride the bike
automatically and consistently pings our servers with location information, resulting in fairly accurate trip
route information).
Vehicle states are stored on the server. Barring any maintenance or administrative flags, the vehicle can be
rented. Users can reserve the vehicle via the mobile application or through the bike’s onboard computer.
The bike then communicates a reservation request to the server, and changes bike state to reserved. The
vehicle continues to update the server throughout the reservation with changes (unlock event, lock event,
on hold, etc) until the ride is completed. A trip ends when the bike is successfully locked, and is then available for the next reservation.
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c. Method of making data available to the City, including components/details of a data dashboard.
Include screenshots, and provide examples of any similar monthly reports.
JUMP provides real-time data to cities three ways: a GBFS-based API, an on-demand reporting systems and
a online dashboard. We also provide the City with historical static system reports containing operational
data.
Real-time Data
•

JUMP uses the General Bikeshare Feed Specification (GBFS) for our bikes and scooters API. Our API is
publicly available and provides real-time system information like bike and scooter availability (rented
bikes/scooters are hidden), location, and motor battery level. GBFS ensures that bike share data is
consistent and communicated in a uniform format across systems and allows third party developers
to write applications that draw from the same source. Below is a list of GBFS endpoints, which return
real-time data about bike status and locations and station status and locations.

•

On-Demand Reports: in addition to bike reservation data, the City will have access to a set of on-demand reports (.csv or similar format) of data related to Ridership, Trips, and Maintenance activity.

•

JUMP will provide a data dashboard for the local JUMP Bikes system that is similar to the dashboard
Social Bicycles provides for Breeze Bike Share. This dashboard offers snapshots of system use such
as hub utilization, heatmaps, and other system visualizations. Prior to sharing with the City, we are
happy to meet and discuss the information provided in the dashboard to ensure it meets the City’s
expectations. (See page XX for examples of dashboard images.)

Historical Data
JUMP will provide the city with static monthly reports to the City describing system operation, system use,
reported complaints, customer service responses, and system maintenance. These reports will be submitted via digitally or however the city prefers. We believe that these static reports will offer a truly useful tool
as the city evaluates and monitors the success of the shared mobility pilot. During the first several weeks of
the pilot program, JUMP will provide the City with weekly reports of fleet utilization (including aggregated
trip origin/destination) and device quantities across the city of Santa Monica, and specifically in the downtown area (given the expressed desire to limit the number of devices in that area).
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Customer Trip Data

Examples of static monthly repors submitted to Washington D.C.’s DDOT.

Due to risk of re-identification, we are obligated to protect the safety of our users by providing trip data that
is anonymized and de-linked. This means that we provide cities with trip origins and destinations that have
been aggregated to the census block level and provide trip timestamps that have been aggregated into
approximately 2-hour time blocks. To aid in planning, we will offer aggregated trip route data so Santa Monica can understand how our bikes are by used by the community. We strongly believe that this approach
to anonymization protects our users’ privacy while also offering useful and actionable data for future city
planning uses. As with other portions of this application, we look forward to discussing other options with
the City in the event the City would prefer data be shared in a different format.
Neither JUMP nor Uber sell customer trip data. The only way it is utilized by either company is to improve
our products, so that we can constantly improve our service and operations.
d. Plan for monitoring system effectiveness, customer satisfaction, and municipal relationships over
time.
JUMP looks forward to building our relationship with the City of Santa Monica. We see this permit as a
unique opportunity for building a best-in-class shared mobility platform for Santa Monica’s residents and
visitors, both riders and non-riders alike. But JUMP and Uber cannot do this without a strong partnership
with the City, the local residents, and other partners.
Monitoring System Effectiveness
JUMP’s operations teams track 6-week, quarterly, and annual goals for all of our markets. As a data driven
company, we track our progress diligently and hold ourselves accountable for both our successes and our
shortcomings. Our shared mobility program in Santa Monica will be no different. We will set internal goals
for ridership, community engagement, and operations. Prior to launch, we hope to align these internal
goals with the City’s goals for the pilot as well. Over the course of the pilot, supported by our weekly and
monthly program reports, we look forward to working with the City to make sure that program expectations
have been met.
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Customer Satisfaction
JUMP measures customer satisfaction in a number of ways, including but not limited to:
•

Customer Support Categorization
Our customer support staff tags each ticket by a category to better understand the types and volume of concerns by our user. For example, parking is an important category that comprises less
than 1% of tickets in some markets.

•

Bi-annual Rider Sentiment Surveys
JUMP will track customer satisfaction through an email-based survey that goes out to all users every
six months. The survey will assess general satisfaction with the program and will also seek responses
that indicate how we can improve.

•

Real-world “Intercept” Interviews
JUMP’s research team conducts occasional intercept surveys. An intercept survey is an in-person
survey conducted by identifying riders who are about to start a trip from a parked bike or while the
rider has actually come to a complete stop along their journey.

•

Monthly Social Media Sentiment Analysis
We employ tools that provide a sentiment analysis of all mentions of JUMP across social media outlets and leverage these learnings to influencer our operations, design, and marketing.

•

Mobile App Store Review Tracking

We hope to work with the City to develop the survey questions so that responses will help both JUMP and
the City better understand the quality of our service. We are happy to share our findings with the City and
work to expand elements that appear to be working and improve upon areas of relative weakness.
Municipal Relationships
If awarded, our plan is to engage early and often with City officials. We heard your team clearly: the City
seeks a robust partnership with dockless providers. JUMP and Uber share that goal and want to work with
Santa Monica to improve and refine our approach to the evolving shared mobility environment. Our team is
firmly committed to, and excited by, this level of collaboration.
If awarded, our launch team will host weekly update calls to keep the City abreast of our launch plans. We
would gladly host a tour of our facility after launch, and will field any and all operations questions. Internally,
JUMP and Uber have legal regulatory and compliance teams that continuously monitor our permit obligations to be certain that we always offer the level of service that we have promised to the city. These legal
teams are activated upon award of a permit. After launch, the local General Manager will continue meeting
with the city with at least monthly meetings to discuss the monthly report. We are open to expanding or
contracting this meeting schedule as the City sees fit.
e. Plan to comply with financial privacy laws and best practices. Provide your most recent third-party
PCI audit. Plan to protect personal customer data.
Please see Appendix E for PCI-DSS certifications for both JUMP Bikes and Uber Technologies Inc.
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f. Describe what, if any, user data you intend to collect and sell; and if so how this will be communicated
to users and how they will be able to opt-out.
JUMP Bikes and Uber Technologies do not sell any user data.
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8. Non-Discrimination Policy Acknowledgment (Exhibit A)
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9. Non-Collusion Affidavit (Exhibit B)
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10. Oaks Initiative Disclosure Form (Exhibit C)
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The JUMP electric assist smartbike comes standard equipped with a wireless connection, active GPS,
and an integrated locking mechanism.

Specifications:
Frame 		

-

Aluminum

Rear Hub

-

Internally geared hub

Drivetrain

-

Chain drive and electric pedal assist

Motor		

-

250w motor

Pedals -

Aluminum w/ rubber grip

Brakes -

Front and rear roller brake

Wheels/Tires -

26” x 2.00” puncture resistant with reflective 		

		

sidewalls; wheel motor
-

LED white

Rear Light

-

LED red w/ reflector

Seat / Post
		

-

Adjustable quick release w/ comfort seat,
indexed sizing guides, security fasteners

Bell 		

-

Grip bell

Power 		

-

Solar panel, dynamo generator,

		

24.6

Front Light

integrated battery pack; charging via dock
-

Aluminum basket w/ decal mounting

Fenders

-

Full coverage, skirt guard
44.0

Basket		

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated lock and GPS tracking
Integrated out-of-hub smart lock
Real-time wireless connectivity and GPS
Electric Pedal Assist
RFID/NFC Reader
Step through frame
Sponsorship and branding space
Integrated automatic front and rear lights
Integrated basket

69.3

Dimensions:
Length
69.3 inches

Width
24.6 inches

Height
44 inches

Weight
70 lbs

Bike is designed by JUMP Bikes, manufactured in China
jumpbikes.com
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Mobile Application
The JUMP mobile application is designed for ease of use and navigation and is currently available across
five languages (English, Spanish, French, Polish, and Czech). It allows users to check pricing and sign
up for an account, check the system area and hub locations, look for bikes and reserve them, link to
walking directions for reaching the bicycle, report an issue with a bicycle, manage account and make
edits, select language preferences, turn Health App integration on/off, check trip history and GPS routes,
log trips according to type, search for nearby bikes, review Terms of Service and Privacy Policy, visit the
How it Works section (how to properly lock, riding safely, etc), visit the in-app and online FAQ, revisit the
Getting Started Tour, and more (screenshots below, more available upon request).

jumpbikes.com
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The operations team can quickly generate reports showing a variety of metrics with several filters. Some
sample reports are available below.

Hub Origin-Destination Report

Heat Maps

Operators can choose custom date ranges and
filter by hub, user type, and time of day.

Operators can choose custom date ranges and
view users’ preferred routes. This data can help
with future system and city planning.

Trip Data
Operators can choose custom date ranges and see numbers of trips by user group (top) and average trip
duration (bottom) by user group.
jumpbikes.com
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Field Operations Tool
JUMP’s operations teams can monitor bikes across the service area. Bikes display differently based on
their state, for example low-charge e-bikes, and broken bikes. The tool features toggles for bike parking
helping us to identify specific public bike rack locations for rebalancing efforts. We can also filter for
bikes that have not moved from their last known location. Finally, we can geofence certain areas within
the service area and monitor that those areas for over- or under-supply.

Customer Service Chat
Our customer service team has a direct line to each operations team to triage issues that get reported.
This helps to ensure an ASAP response time and no communication breakdowns.

jumpbikes.com
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insert signed
Exhibit D page here
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JUMP Bikes Projects
System Name

Location

PermitedBikes/
Stations

Launch Date

Agreement Type

JUMP Bikes

Washington DC

400/-

Sept 2017

Permit

JUMP Bikes

San Francisco, CA

250/-

January 2018

Permit

JUMP Bikes

Santa Cruz, CA

250/25

May 2018

Procurement Contract

JUMP Bikes

Sacramento Region, CA

900/150

Spring/Summer 2018

Procurement Contract

JUMP Bikes

Austin, TX

250/-

July 2018

Permit

JUMP Bikes

Chicago, IL

250/-

July 2018

Permit

JUMP Bikes

New York, NY

300/-

July 2018

Permit

JUMP Bikes

Denver, CO

250/-

August 2018

Permit

JUMP Bikes

Providence, RI

400/40

Summer/Fall 2018

Procurement Contract

Permits
We have supplied a Dropbox with all permits and RFPs referenced above available here: https://www.
dropbox.com/sh/t8ksvovchpvf2lz/AABWIVQ1cGtMetEeViVPS6KGa?dl=0.
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Ryan
Rzepecki
EDUCATION
HUNTER COLLEGE
Masters in Urban Planning
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY
Bachelor of Science, Marketing

WORK
JUMP BIKES, NEW YORK, NY
Founder/CEO | March 2009 - Present
· Founder of Social Bicycles, product vision and development.
· Negotiates contracts, new business ventures, and transactional matters.
· Administration, contracting, business development, and sales.
NYC DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, NEW YORK, NY
Bicycle Program Project Manager | October 2008 - March 2010
· Maintained the NYC Cycling Map and coordinated the quality review process.
· Managed 20 staff during the ‘Eyes on the Street’ post implementation evaluation of Times Square after its closure to
vehicles.
· Sited over 500 bike racks in Lower Manhattan and worked with OpenPlans and CB2 in Williamsburg to test an online
collaborative siting tool for bulk rack requests.
· Created cycling promotional campaigns including the first ever ‘Bike to School Day’ held by MS51 in Park Slope,
Brooklyn.
· Evaluated bike routes on the Bicycle Master Plan and proposed a center bike lane for Water Street to overcome
difficulties with curbside access.
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Avra
van der Zee
EDUCATION
Georgetown University Law Center
Juris Doctor, magna cum laude, May 2007
Harvard College, B.A.
Bachelor of Arts, magna cum laude, in History and Literature, May 2002

WORK
JUMP BIKES, NEW YORK, NY
CSO/General Counsel | 2014 – Present
· Responsible for day-to-day leadership and implementation of
growth strategies and process.
· Oversees legal and risk management strategy.
· Manages client relationships from business development through implementation.
· Maximizes cross-functional communication and efficiencies.
Greene Street Holdings LLC
General Counsel | 2009 – 2014
· Established and ran the Legal Department for the Americas subsidiaries of a
global manufacturing group.
· Designed and implemented legal processes and guidelines.
Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP
Litigation Associate | 2007 – 2009
· Co-authored a copyright article on retroactive licensing and an article on
remedies under the ADA.
· Lead Associate on an internal investigation related to a potential product liability claim.
· Drafted pleadings, motions, briefs and discovery-related documents in real estate litigation.
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Marcin
Pyla
EDUCATION
AKADEMIA GÓRNICZO-HUTNICZA, KRAKOW, POLAND
Computer Science | 2002 - 2008

WORK
JUMP BIKES, NEW YORK, NY
CTO | 2012 – Present
· Responsible for overseeing all technical aspects of the company including all web, mobile, and firmware
development.
· Management of the platform including testing, software updates, debugging, maintenance of server, hosting,
deployment and monitoring.
· Establishes technological vision for the organization and identifies competitive advantages and technological
trends for the benefit of a company.
· Develops and directs all safeguards to reduce the risk of outside breaches and protect sensitive internal and
external client information.
LEFTBRAIN, KRAKOW - POLAND
Founder and CEO | 2005 - 2012
· Manages a team of software developers that design and implement of web-side and mobile app software for a
variety of technology companies.
· Management of technical platforms, testing, software updates, debugging, maintenance of servers, hosting,
deployment and monitoring.
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Erik
Weber
EDUCATION

Morehead State University, Institute for Regional Analysis & Public Policy
Masters of Public Administration
Transylvania University, B.S.
Math and Political Science

WORK
UBER, JUMP BIKES, NEW YORK, NY
Head of Expansion | 2018 – Present
· Manage all elements of JUMP system launches, domestic and international
· Oversee system implementation, customer support, strategy & planning,and operations support.
UBER, WASHINGTON, DC, SAN FRANCISCO & NEW YORK
VARIOUS ROLES | 2012-2018
· Senior Program M
 anager, Strategy &
 Planning, Map Operations, 2016 - 2018
· Lead, Global P
 artner Support P
 rogram, Community O
 perations, 2015 - 2016
· Global O
 perations S
 pecialist, P
 RO T
 eam, 2014 - 2015
· Senior Operations M
 anager, Uber D
 C, 2012 - 2014
US DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, WASHINGTON, DC
PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT F
 ELLOW & PROGRAM A
 NALYST | 2009 - 2011
· Program Administrator for the Veterans Transportation and Community Living Initiative, a $63 million discretionary
grant program
· Managed the solicitation, review and award of more than 80 projects. I coordinated and managed the $1.7M technical assistance consortium to ensure the successful implementation of local projects
· Application reviewer for $600M TIGER 2 multi-modal discretionary grant program
EMBARQ: WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE CENTER ON SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT, WASHINGTON, DC
VISITING FELLOW | 2010 - 2011
· Researched best practices in marketing, branding, communications and outreach in new and existing transit projects around the world. Co-authored report “From Here to There”
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Rikin
Diwan
EDUCATION
Rutgers University
Bachelor of Science, Marketing and Sociology

WORK
JUMP BIKES, NEW YORK, NY
VP of Marketing | Dec 2017 - Present
· Manage all aspects of marketing (digital, print, social media, press relations) across all JUMP Bikes systems
FOURSQUARE, NEW YORK, NY
Senior Director, Global Creative & Brand Strategy | March 2014 - Dec 2017
· Lead US & LatAm team of Account Strategists focused on pre-sales efforts across Programmatic, Native, and
Attribution products
· Develop the go-to-market strategy, pricing, and positioning for all Foursquare’s advertising and enterprise products
to achieve market penetration and maximize revenue
· Interface with prospective and top-tier ($1MM+) clients to increase adoption of Foursquare’s ad & enterprise
products
· Cultivates communications with bike share organizations throughout the United States, identifies and shares best
practices
CARROT - A VICE COMPANY, NEW YORK, NY
Account Director | Sept 2012 - March 2014
· Oversee product teams working on various initiatives for Vice including both internal products and co-branded
advertising products
· Consult numerous startups as they look to establish their product positioning and brand presence online
· Manage teams of producers, strategists, creatives, designers, developers, and more to deliver the best possible
products and campaigns for all existing clients
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Understanding multimodality:
An analysis of early JUMP users
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https://medium.com/uber-under-the-hood/understanding-multimodality-an-analysis-of-early-jump-users-4a35d647b7e6
Santosh Rao
Policy Research @ Uber
Jul 19

Understanding multimodality: An analysis of early JUMP users
At Uber, our primary mission has always been to reduce personal car use by providing a reliable way to get from A
to B. This is a goal we share with cities around the world, and for good reason: reducing personal car use holds the
potential to reduce the negative impacts of transportation including congestion, pollution, traffic accidents, and
the vast amounts of space used for parking.
However, it’s hard for a single alternate mode of transportation to compete with the comfort and reliability of the
personal car. Ultimately, multiple different modes — public transit, biking, bikeshare, carshare, rideshare, and
walking — need to work together to get people out of their cars. Why? Because while no individual mode is ideal
for every situation, when combined into a ‘multi-modality suite’ they are better placed to provide the rider with
an ideal transportation option for every situation. For example, during congested times, mass transit or bikeshare
are often faster than taking an Uber. Conversely, when it’s raining, most people will prefer Uber or public transit
over bikeshare or walking.
Until recently, Uber primarily meant a ride in a car. That changed in February 2018, when Uber riders in San
Francisco could book a JUMP bike — an electric-assist smart bike — using the Uber app. For the first time, riders
could choose seamlessly between two very different transportation modes in our app. This in turn gave us a unique
window into how and when users choose between taking an Uber versus an eBike. We looked at early JUMP
adopters* to test some of our multimodality hypotheses and better understand how the two modes work together.
First and foremost, for this cohort of riders, overall trip frequency (Uber + JUMP trips) increased by 15% after
their first JUMP ride. The entire increase can be attributed to the use of eBikes; Uber trips actually declined
by 10%. During the workday (Mon- Fri, 8a-6p) when congestion is at its worst, this decline in early adopters’
Uber trips was even higher, 15%. To sum up, eBikes were popular with these early adopters and some Uber trips,
especially during congested periods, were replaced by JUMP trips. This is a promising early sign of the ability of
eBikes to alleviate congestion and reduce car trips. The fact that demand for eBikes is currently constrained by
limited supply (there are only 250 JUMP bikes in San Francisco) makes this all the more promising.
The breakdown of usage by time of day provides an interesting picture (see figure below). More than two-thirds
(69%) of all JUMP trips happened during the day (8a-6p) whereas the majority of Uber trips (54%) happened
jumpbikes.com
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outside of this period. The two modes, therefore, exhibit natural temporal complementarity with Uber usage
higher during the nights when riders may be less likely to get on an ebike.

How did this cohort of early adopters change their behavior during unfavourable biking conditions? We were
able to get a glimpse of this by studying behavior on Friday, Apr 6th — a day with abnormally heavy rainfall in San
Francisco.
That Friday, JUMP trips were 78% lower than the Friday average. On the other hand, Uber trips saw a 40%
increase which means, instead of being stranded, some of these riders replaced their usual Friday JUMP trip with
an Uber ride. Riders were able to switch seamlessly between modes and reliably get to their desired destination.
The above results are preliminary signs of different modes complementing each other in different ways to create
a comfortable and reliable experience that can compete with the personal car. As we broaden our multimodal
suite with more JUMP bikes and other transportation options, giving up one’s personally owned car (and
replacing those vehicle trips with a combination of several modes, particularly shared and active ones) becomes
an increasingly convenient and cost-effective move.
*for this analysis, early JUMP adopters are defined as riders who averaged at least 1 trip a week (Uber or
JUMP) before and after their first JUMP ride and have taken more than 1 JUMP ride in their lifetime.
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PCI Certification, JUMP & Uber
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JUMP PCI Certification
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Payment Card Industry (PCI)

Data Security Standard

Attestation of Compliance for
Self-Assessment Questionnaire D –
Service Providers
For use with PCI DSS Version 3.2

Revision 1.1
January 2017
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Section 1: Assessment Information
Instructions for Submission
This document must be completed as a declaration of the results of the service provider’s self-assessment with
the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard Requirements and Security Assessment Procedures (PCI
DSS). Complete all sections: The service provider is responsible for ensuring that each section is completed by
the relevant parties, as applicable. Contact the requesting payment brand for reporting and submission
procedures.

Part 1. Service provider and Qualified Security Assessor Information
Part 1a. Service Provider Organization Information
Company Name:

Social Bicycles

DBA (doing
business as):

Social Bicycles

Contact Name:

Marcin Pyla

Title:

CTO

Telephone:

+48 660 77 88 92

E-mail:

marcin@socialbicycles.com

Business Address:

55 Prospect St, Suite 304

City:

Brooklyn

State/Province:

NY

USA

URL:

www.socialbicycles.com

Country:

Zip:

11201

Part 1b. Qualified Security Assessor Company Information (if applicable)
Company Name:

SISA Information Security Private Limited

Lead QSA Contact Name:

Kaushik Pandey

Title:

Senior Consultant

Telephone:

+919971686732

E-mail:

kaushik.pandey@sisainfosec
.com

Business Address:

SISA House No. 3029,13th
Main Road, HAL II Stage,
Indiranagar

City:

Bangalore

State/Province:

Karnataka

India

URL:

https://sisainfosec.com/

Country:

PCI DSS v3.2 Attestation of Compliance for SAQ D – Service Providers, Rev. 1.1
© 2006-2017 PCI Security Standards Council, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Part 2. Executive Summary
Part 2a. Scope Verification
Services that were INCLUDED in the scope of the PCI DSS Assessment (check all that apply):
Name of service(s) assessed:

Social Bicycles Applications(Customer Payment Processing)

Type of service(s) assessed:
Hosting Provider:

Managed Services (specify):

Payment Processing:

☒

☐

Systems security services

☒ POS / card present

☐ Hardware

☐

IT support

☒

Internet / e-commerce

☐

Infrastructure / Network

☐

Physical security

☐

MOTO / Call Center

☐

Physical space (co-location)

☐

Terminal Management System

☐

ATM

☐

Storage

☐

Other services (specify):

☐

Other processing (specify):

☐

Web

☐

Security services

☐

Fraud and Chargeback

☐

Payment Gateway/Switch

Applications / software

☐ 3-D Secure Hosting Provider
☐

Shared Hosting Provider

☐

Other Hosting (specify):

☐

Account Management

☐ Back-Office Services

☐ Issuer Processing

☐

Prepaid Services

☐ Billing Management

☐ Loyalty Programs

☐

Records Management

☐

☐

☐

Tax/Government Payments

Clearing and Settlement

Merchant Services

☐ Network Provider
☐ Others (specify): NA
Note: These categories are provided for assistance only, and are not intended to
limit or predetermine an entity’s service description. If you feel these categories
don’t apply to your service, complete “Others.”
If you’re unsure whether a category could apply to your service, consult with the applicable payment
brand.

PCI DSS v3.2 Attestation of Compliance for SAQ D – Service Providers, Rev. 1.1
© 2006-2017 PCI Security Standards Council, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Part 2a. Scope Verification (continued)
Services that are provided by the service provider but were NOT INCLUDED in the scope of the PCI
DSS Assessment (check all that apply):
Name of service(s) not assessed:

NA

Type of service(s) not assessed: NA
Hosting Provider:

Managed Services (specify):

Payment Processing:

☐ Applications / software

☐ Systems security services

☐

☐

Hardware

☐

IT support

☐ Internet / e-commerce

☐

Infrastructure / Network

☐

Physical security

☐

MOTO / Call Center

☐

ATM

☐ Physical space (co-location)

☐ Terminal Management System

☐

☐ Other services (specify):

☐

Storage

POS / card present

☐ Other processing
(specify):

Web

☐ Security services
☐

3-D Secure Hosting Provider

☐ Shared Hosting Provider
☐

Other Hosting (specify):

☐ Account Management

☐ Fraud and Chargeback

☐

Payment Gateway/Switch

☐

Back-Office Services

☐

☐

Prepaid Services

☐

Billing Management

☐ Loyalty Programs

☐

Records Management

☐

Tax/Government

☐ Clearing and Settlement

☐

Issuer Processing

Merchant Services

Payments

☐ Network Provider
☐ Others (specify):
Provide a brief explanation why any checked services

NA

were not included in the assessment:

PCI DSS v3.2 Attestation of Compliance for SAQ D – Service Providers, Rev. 1.1
© 2006-2017 PCI Security Standards Council, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Part 2b. Description of Payment Card Business
Describe how and in what capacity your business
stores, processes, and/or transmits cardholder data.

Social Bicycles uses mobile technology to
enable affordable, scalable, and intelligent bike
sharing networks. Traditional station-based bike
share requires a network of kiosks and docking
stations. This infrastructure takes up a lot of
public space and costs. Customers visit social
bicycles website for registration. Registration
mode can be done via standalone Kiosk devices,
Mobile and Web Applications, where they can
select membership package and enter credit card
details in the payment page and it is redirected to
BrainTree Payments via an API call for
processing payments. Social Bicycles take
customer PAN and Expiry date during payment
process. Social Bicycles does not store any
sensitive
authentication
data
in
their
environment. BrainTree Payment API is used to
perform payment transaction and they are PCI
DSS certified.

Describe how and in what capacity your business is
otherwise involved in or has the ability to impact the
security of cardholder data.

NA

Part 2c. Locations
List types of facilities (for example, retail outlets, corporate offices, data centers, call centers, etc.) and a
summary of locations included in the PCI DSS review.
Type of facility

Number of facilities
of this type

Location(s) of facility (city, country)

Example: Retail outlets

3

Boston, MA, USA

Social Bicycles Corporate Office

1

Brooklyn, NY, USA

AWS Cloud

1

Virginia, USA

Social Bicycles Datacenter

1

Lynnwood, Seattle, USA and Frankfurt,
Germany

Part 2d. Payment Application
Does the organization use one or more Payment Applications?

☒

Yes

☐

No

Provide the following information regarding the Payment Applications your organization uses:
Payment Application
Name

Version
Number

Application
Vendor

Is application
PA-DSS Listed?

PCI DSS v3.2 Attestation of Compliance for SAQ D – Service Providers, Rev. 1.1
© 2006-2017 PCI Security Standards Council, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Kiosk application

1.2

NA

☐ Yes ☒ No

NA

Jump mobility

1.0.3

NA

☐ Yes ☒ No

NA

Wavelo

1.3.1

NA

☐ Yes ☒ No

NA

SoBi mobile

2.9

NA

☐ Yes ☒ No

NA

SoBi web

2.9

NA

☐ Yes ☒ No

NA

☐ Yes ☐ No
☐

Yes

☐ No

☐

Yes

☐ No

Part 2e. Description of Environment
Provide a high-level description of the environment
covered by this assessment.
For example:
• Connections into and out of the cardholder data
environment (CDE).
• Critical system components within the CDE, such as
POS devices, databases, web servers, etc., and any
other necessary payment components, as applicable.

Social Bicycles uses mobile technology to
enable affordable, scalable, and intelligent
bike sharing networks. Traditional stationbased bike share requires a network of
kiosks
and
docking
stations.
This
infrastructure takes up a lot of public space
and costs. Customers visit social bicycles
website for registration. Registration mode
can be done via standalone Kiosk devices,
Mobile and Web Applications, where they
can select membership package and enter
credit card details in the payment page and it
is redirected to BrainTree Payments via an
API call for processing payments. Social
Bicycles take customer PAN, Expiry date and
CVV during payment process. Social
Bicycles does not store any sensitive
authentication data in their environment.
BrainTree Payment API is used to perform
payment transaction and they are PCI DSS
certified. Social Bicycles use the Kiosk
application that performs automatic billing for
customers based on the services rendered
by them. The application stores customer
credit card data such as (PAN, Expiry Date).
SocialBicycles does not store unecrypted
card data information in their database, all
Cardholder data is uploaded directly to
braintree during payment process. Social
Bicycles store only hash of the credits cards,
generated on our kiosk or on our app servers
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for new users. Following algorithm is use for
this purpose - we generate sha512 digest of
credit card string, which consist of credit card
number, expiration month and year, and
generate a hex digest out of it. This hex
digest is saved in their database only to
match the same cards within our system.
Does your business use network segmentation to affect the scope of your PCI DSS
environment?
(Refer to “Network Segmentation” section of PCI DSS for guidance on network
segmentation)

☒ Yes ☐ No

Part 2f. Third-Party Service Providers
Does your company have a relationship with a Qualified Integrator & Reseller (QIR) for the
purpose of the service being validated?

☐ Yes ☒ No

If Yes:
Name of QIR Company:

QIR Individual Name:
Description of services provided by QIR:
Does your company have a relationship with one or more third-party service providers (for
example, Qualified Integrator & Resellers (QIR), gateways, payment processors, payment
service providers (PSP), web-hosting companies, airline booking agents, loyalty program
agents, etc.) for the purpose of the services being validated?

☒ Yes ☐ No

If Yes:
Name of service provider:

Description of services provided:

BrainTree

Payment Process

AT&T/Jasper

Network Management

AWS

Cloud Hosting Service provider
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Part 2g. Summary of Requirements Tested
For each PCI DSS Requirement, select one of the following:
•

Full – The requirement and all sub-requirements were assessed for that Requirement, and no subrequirements were marked as “Not Tested” or “Not Applicable” in the SAQ.

•

Partial – One or more sub-requirements of that Requirement were marked as “Not Tested” or “Not
Applicable” in the SAQ.

•

None – All sub-requirements of that Requirement were marked as “Not Tested” and/or “Not Applicable” in
the SAQ.

For all requirements identified as either “Partial” or “None,” provide details in the “Justification for Approach”
column, including:
•

Details of specific sub-requirements that were marked as either “Not Tested” and/or “Not Applicable” in the
SAQ

•

Reason why sub-requirement(s) were not tested or not applicable

Note: One table to be completed for each service covered by this AOC. Additional copies of this section are
available on the PCI SSC website.
Social Bicycle Application(Customer payment process)

Name of Service Assessed:

Details of Requirements Assessed
Justification for Approach
PCI DSS
Requirement
Requirement 1:

Full

Partial

☐

☒

None

☐

(Required for all “Partial” and “None” responses. Identify
which sub-requirements were not tested and the reason.)

Requirement 1.1.4(a) is not applicable as there is
no DMZ in the scoped environment.
Requirement 1.1.6(b) is not applicable as there is
no insecure services, protocols and ports identified
in the scoped environment.
Requirement 1.2.3 is not applicable as there are no
wireless networks in cardholder data environment.
Requirements 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 is not applicable as
there is no DMZ in the scoped environment.

Requirement 2:

☐

☒

☐

Requirements 2.1.1 is not applicable as there are
no wireless connectivity in cardholder data
environment.
Requirement 2.2.2(b) and 2.2.3 is not applicable as
there are insecure services, daemons, or protocols
identified in the scoped environment.
Requirement 2.6 is not applicable as they are not
shared hosting provider.

Requirement 3:

☐

☒

☐

Requirement 3.2 is not applicable as they are not
storing SAD.
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Requirement 3.4.1(c) is not applicable as there is
no cardholder data stored in removable media
because scoped environment is in AWS.
Requirement 3.5.1 is not applicable because this is
best practice, recommended to be considered
during recertification.
Requirement 4:

☐

☒

☐

Requirement 4.1.1 is not applicable as there is no
wireless network in the scoped environment.

Requirement 5:

☐

☒

☐

Requirement 5.1.2 is not applicable as all the
system components have antivirus installed in the
scoped environment.

Requirement 6:

☒

☐

☐

Requirement 7:

☒

☐

☐

Requirement 8:

☐

☒

☐

Requirement 8.1.5 is not applicable as there is no
access for third party for any system components in
the scoped environment.
Requirements 8.3.1, 8.3.2 is not applicable as there
is no multifactor authentication in the scoped
environment.
Requirement 8.5.1 is not applicable as there is no
remote access to customer premises from the
scoped environment.

Requirement 9:

☒

☐

☐

Requirement 10:

☐

☒

☐

Requirements 10.8, 10.8.1 are not applicable
because this is best practice, recommended to be
considered during recertification.

Requirement 11:

☐

☒

☐

Requirements 11.1 (b), 11.1 (h), 11.1.1, 11.1.2(a),
11.1.2(b) are not applicable as there is no wireless
access point in the cardholder data environment.
11.3.3 is not applicable because there are no
exploitable vulnerability found in the scoped
environment.
11.3.4.1 is not applicable because this is best
practice, recommended to be considered during
recertification.

Requirement 12:

☐

☒

☐

Requirement 12.3.9 is not applicable as there is no
remote access technology allowed for vendors in
the scoped environment.
Requirement 12.4.1 is not applicable because it is
best practice recommended to be in place before
going for recertification.
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Appendix A1:

☐

☐

☒

Requirements A1.1, A1.2, A1.3 and A1.4 are not
applicable as the process is not a shared hosting
service provider.

Appendix A2:

☐

☐

☒

Requirement A.2.1, A2.2, A2.3 is not applicable as
there is no use of SSL/early TLS in the scoped
environment.

Section 2: Self-Assessment Questionnaire D – Service Providers
This Attestation of Compliance reflects the results of a self-assessment, which is documented in an
accompanying SAQ.
The assessment documented in this attestation and in the SAQ was
completed on:

31/08/2017

Have compensating controls been used to meet any requirement in the SAQ?

☐ Yes

☒ No

Were any requirements in the SAQ identified as being not applicable (N/A)?

☒ Yes

☐ No

Were any requirements in the SAQ identified as being not tested?

☐ Yes

☒ No

Were any requirements in the SAQ unable to be met due to a legal
constraint?

☐ Yes

☒ No
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Section 3: Validation and Attestation Details
Part 3. PCI DSS Validation
This AOC is based on results noted in SAQ D (Section 2), dated 31/08/2017.
Based on the results documented in the SAQ D noted above, the signatories identified in Parts 3b-3d, as
applicable, assert(s) the following compliance status for the entity identified in Part 2 of this document: (check
one):

☒

Compliant: All sections of the PCI DSS SAQ are complete, all questions answered affirmatively, resulting
in an overall COMPLIANT rating; thereby Social Bicycles has demonstrated full compliance with the PCI
DSS.

☐

Non-Compliant: Not all sections of the PCI DSS SAQ are complete, or not all questions are answered
affirmatively, resulting in an overall NON-COMPLIANT rating, thereby Social Bicycles has not
demonstrated full compliance with the PCI DSS.
Target Date for Compliance:
An entity submitting this form with a status of Non-Compliant may be required to complete the Action Plan
in Part 4 of this document. Check with your acquirer or the payment brand(s) before completing Part 4.

☐

Compliant but with Legal exception: One or more requirements are marked “No” due to a legal
restriction that prevents the requirement from being met. This option requires additional review from
acquirer or payment brand.
If checked, complete the following:
Affected Requirement

Details of how legal constraint prevents requirement being met

Part 3a. Acknowledgement of Status
Signatory(s) confirms:
(Check all that apply)

☒

PCI DSS Self-Assessment Questionnaire D, Version 3.2, was completed according to the instructions
therein.

☒

All information within the above-referenced SAQ and in this attestation fairly represents the results of
my assessment in all material respects.

☐

I have confirmed with my payment application vendor that my payment system does not store sensitive
authentication data after authorization.

☒

I have read the PCI DSS and I recognize that I must maintain PCI DSS compliance, as applicable to
my environment, at all times.

☒

If my environment changes, I recognize I must reassess my environment and implement any additional
PCI DSS requirements that apply.
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Part 3a. Acknowledgement of Status (continued)

☒

No evidence of full track data 1, CAV2, CVC2, CID, or CVV2 data 2, or PIN data 3 storage after
transaction authorization was found on ANY system reviewed during this assessment.

☒

ASV scans are being completed by the PCI SSC Approved Scanning Vendor SISA Information Security
Private Limited

Part 3b. Service Provider Attestation

Signature of Merchant Executive Officer Ç

Date: 31/08/2017

Service Provider Executive Officer Name: Marcin Pyla

Title: CTO

Part 3c. Qualified Security Assessor (QSA) Acknowledgement (if applicable)
If a QSA was involved or assisted with this
assessment, describe the role performed:

The QSA was involved in the SAQ v3.2 consulting

Signature of Duly Authorized Officer of QSA Company Ç

Date: 09/05/2017

Duly Authorized Officer Name: Kaushik Pandey

QSA Company: SISA Information Security
Private Limited

Part 3d. Internal Security Assessor (ISA) Involvement (if applicable)
If an ISA(s) was involved or assisted with
this assessment, identify the ISA personnel
and describe the role performed:

NA

1

Data encoded in the magnetic stripe or equivalent data on a chip used for authorization during a card-present transaction. Entities
may not retain full track data after transaction authorization. The only elements of track data that may be retained are primary
account number (PAN), expiration date, and cardholder name.

2

The three- or four-digit value printed by the signature panel or on the face of a payment card used to verify card-not-present
transactions.

3

Personal identification number entered by cardholder during a card-present transaction, and/or encrypted PIN block present
within the transaction message.
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Part 4. Action Plan for Non-Compliant Requirements
Select the appropriate response for “Compliant to PCI DSS Requirements” for each requirement. If you
answer “No” to any of the requirements, you may be required to provide the date your Company expects to
be compliant with the requirement and a brief description of the actions being taken to meet the requirement.
Check with your acquirer or the payment brand(s) before completing Part 4.
PCI DSS
Requirement

Description of Requirement

Compliant to PCI
DSS Requirements

Remediation Date and Actions
(If “NO” selected for any
Requirement)

(Select One)
YES

NO

Install and maintain a firewall
configuration to protect cardholder
data

☒

☐

2

Do not use vendor-supplied
defaults for system passwords and
other security parameters

☒

☐

3

Protect stored cardholder data

☒

☐

4

Encrypt transmission of cardholder
data across open, public networks

☒

☐

5

Protect all systems against
malware and regularly update antivirus software or programs

☒

☐

6

Develop and maintain secure
systems and applications

☒

☐

7

Restrict access to cardholder data
by business need to know

☒

☐

8

Identify and authenticate access to
system components

☒

☐

9

Restrict physical access to
cardholder data

☒

☐

10

Track and monitor all access to
network resources and cardholder
data

☒

☐

11

Regularly test security systems and
processes

☒

☐

12

Maintain a policy that addresses
information security for all
personnel

☒

☐

Appendix A1

Additional PCI DSS Requirements
for shared hosting providers

☐

☐

NA

Appendix A2

Additional PCI DSS Requirements
for Entities using SSL/early TLS

☐

☐

NA

1
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Uber PCI Certification
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SANTA MONICA!

